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In October 1994, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced
a sweeping revision to the regulation of exhaust pollution from marine engines.
A 1991 EPA study concluded that the exhaust from non-road engines such as marine
engines, lawn and garden equipment, utility engines and farm and construction
engines is a significant source of ozone and carbon monoxide pollution in many
areas of the United States. The study determined that such non-road sources contribute
up to 10 percent of the total summertime urban hydrocarbon (HC) emissions and
17 percent of summertime urban nitrous oxide emissions. Even though boat engines are a small part of the off-road engine use, they are the second highest contributors
of HC emissions after lawn and garden equipment. The marine industry has recognized this contribution and has joined forces with the EPA to help reduce emissions.
Marine engine manufacturers have already significantly improved the efficiency
and fuel economy of outboard engines over the past 25 years. They have reduced
hydrocarbon emissions by 50 percent. The new rules seek to reduce these emissions an additional 75 percent. The industry has accepted the challenge to overcome
this huge technological and environmental challenge. They will begin, over the
next nine years, to introduce engines that will be both environmentally friendly
and user-friendly.
The next generation of marine engines will be easier to start, have improved
performance, faster acceleration and produce less noise. Boaters will also save hundreds
of dollars in fuel costs over the life of these engines. The industry estimates that
the newer engines will use 30 percent less fuel for the same amount of boating.
Many new engines will also eliminate the need to mix oil with the gasoline-no more
guessing and over-oiling.
These improvements will occur only as the newer engines are marketed and placed
into use. What about those 12 million engines that are currently in use? The industry
hopes to develop an incentive program to encourage scrapping old engines. However,
until then, we can do many things to lessen the effect of our boating on the environment. We can choose when and how long to operate boats. We can make certain
that our engines are always well-tuned. We can control the time we operate our
boats at full throttle. We can eliminate unnecessary idling.
Following certain simple precautions can also reduce evaporative hydrocarbon
pollution. Be careful not to overfill gas tanks. Remember that cold gas from an
in-ground tank expands when placed in a warmer boat tank. Never fill a tank to
the top. We should fill portable tanks on land or on a solid dock to reduce the
chance of spills. The vent on portable tanks should be closed when not in use or
when we store the tank. Lastly, we must carefully measure the proper amounts
of fuel and oil. An improper mixture can lead to increased HC pollution. It can
lead to misfiring and poor performance of your engine. More is not better. Use
the right amount of oil each time.
Clean air and clean water are everybody's responsibility. Government and industry will work together to ensure that the technology exists to protect our waterways
from pollution for our enjoyment and that of future generations. You can do your
part today by following these simple yet effective ways to reduce pollution.
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Technology can be pretty amazing. See how incredible it can be for
boats, electronics aboard and navigation in the article beginning on
page 8. Paddlers will want to check out the detailed list of canoeing
accessories, beginning on page 4, and the specifics of what's in an expert
canoeist's tool kit, on page 24. Also check out the universal river signals,
on page 14.
Does your boat have power trim? Understand this common accessory with the information provided on page 20. Similarly, the shape
of your boat's hull has a lot to do with your gasoline use and how
comfortable-or uncomfortable-your ride is. Let the information on page
10 help you examine your boat's hull more closely.
If you water ski, consider how you're going to winterize your equipment,
on page 15, and all boaters should read the article on river rules, beginning on page 22. Lastly, the biennial Boat Pennsylvania subject index
appears for your reference on page 12.-Art Michaels, Chief, Magazines
and Publications.
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by Clifffacobson
wcomers to canoeing seldom realize how much specialized gear they need
for a canoe trip. For starters, there are
paddles, life jackets, cartop carriers and
tie-down ropes. If you're passionate about
whitewater, add knee pads, thigh straps
and toe blocks, cold water clothing (wet
or dry suit) and a crash helmet. Campouts
require waterproof packs, tents, sleeping
bags, cookware and more. To the list add
sailing rigs, poles, spray covers and low
horsepower motors, and your canoe becomes a "go anywhere, have fun everywhere" watercraft.
If you take canoeing seriously (or plan
to), you may discover that purchasing a
canoe starts a well-rationalized buying
spree that goes far beyond basic needs.
But no matter-toys add to the fun of
paddling, which, after all, is what canoeing
is all about. Here are some things you
need and some things you don't. Prices
vary from "I can't believe people buy these
things" to nearly free. I own at least one
of everything on this list, just because
it brings me joy!

Paddles
Straight, bent or in between? You can't
play good pool with a shlocky cue, or
maneuver efficiently with a paddle that's
not matched to you and your canoe.
Paddle style, weight and length are the
prime concerns.
You need at least two paddles—one for
flatwater cruising, one for rocky rapids.
There are special blades for racing and
freestyle competition, and good ones don't
come cheap. Seventy-five dollars buys a
decent canoe paddle. Expect to pay $160
to $250 for the very best.
Straight paddles are best for whitewater
and freestyle play. Fourteen-degree bentshafts are the clear choice for everything
4
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else. Might as well get a straight and bent
paddle when you buy your canoe. Here's
the formula for determining the correct
length:
1. Set your canoe in the water and climb
aboard.
2. Measure the distance from your nose
(height of the top grip) to the water. That's
the shaft length. To this add the length
of the blade (20 to 25 inches, depending
on paddle style). That's the correct paddle
length for you. Note that the overall
paddle length depends on the height of
your canoe seat and the draft of your
canoe.
If this sounds too scientific, a 54-inch,
14-degree bent paddle and a 56-inch
straight paddle will get you around fine.
Note that your bent-shaft paddle should
be about two inches shorter than your
favorite straight paddle.
Blade shape affects your paddling style.
Big, wide blades with harsh corners are
good in rapids. However, they are noisy
and hard to control—the wrong choice

-

for beginners. Blade edges should be waferthin and there should be no noisy spines
on the blade face. A smooth, 7- to 8-inchwide blade that has gently rounded corners
is the most practical all-round design.
Wooden paddles. There's a joy to the
feel of wood that is unmatched by other
materials. Good wooden paddles are lightweight, very strong and beautiful. And
they don't transmit heat or cold to the
paddler.
The best wooden paddles weigh under
30 ounces, though anything over 24 ounces
is generally considered too heavy for
serious touring. An exceptionally strong
skeletonized, laminated wood core keeps
the weight under 14 ounces.
Today's best synthetic paddles are a far
cry from the familiar aluminum and plastic
ones you find in hardware stores. Modern
synthetic paddles have carbon-fiber
wrapped,foam-filled blades and hand-filled
oval shafts, molded ergonomic grips and
designed-in balance that doesn't vary from
paddle to paddle. Popular among racers
are the coal-black Barton, Black Bart and
Zaveral 14-degree bent-shaft paddles,
which weigh 9 to 14 ounces and cost $125
to $300.
Two hundred dollars seems like an
outlandish price to pay for a canoe paddle.
I resisted the move to these high-tech
sticks for nearly a decade. Then one day
a Barton paddle arrived in the mail. It
was a present from a participant on one
of my Science Museum of Minnesota Canadian canoe trips. An enclosed note read:
"Enjoy this, Cliff: I feel it is my duty to
drag you kicking and screaming into the
twentieth century!" He did. I now own
three Bartons and a Legacy Ultralight and
wouldn't be without them at any price.
Try a well-balanced 14-ounce canoe paddle
and you won't, either.

Dry bags are usefulfor storing
everything from clothing to
photographic gear. Put delicate camera
equipment in crushproof protection first.

PFDs
Everyone is suing everyone today, so
American life jackets are built to buck the
trend. Many have much more flotation
than is needed or desirable for general
cruising. Rigid foams, confining arm-pit
holes, hard buckles and designs that fight
hypothermia combine to produce PFDs that
are cumbersome, stiff and hot. European
jackets are much better, though few are
Coast Guard approved. Nonetheless, there
are comfortable American PFDs that are
Coast Guard approved. But you won't find
them at hardware stores and marinas.
Specialty canoe shops are the place to look,
though mail order catalogs may provide
more options.
Tips: The most comfortable PFDs are
those that have narrow vertical ribs. Threequarter length (kayak style) vests are the
clear choice for short-waisted men and
most women. Don't seek advice from
friends-try these tests on yourself in the
store:
Ride-up: Grasp the jacket by the shoulders and lift it up until it jams under your
armpits. This simulates performance in
water. Turn your head right and left. Can
you see over the jacket? Does the neck
of the vest crunch against your chin? If
so, this jacket isn't for you!
Ann function: Sit on the floor and work
your arms in a paddling motion. The vest
must not chafe your armpits.
Flexibility: Move your arms vigorously
in and out. Does the vest bunch up and
bind? If so, keep shopping.

Waterproof bags
Plastic bags tear or abrade unless they're
sandwiched between layers of tough
material. Here's the procedure:
1. Place the item to be waterproofed
in a strong nylon bag that doesn't have
to be watertight.
2. Place the nylon bag inside the
waterproof plastic bag. Twist, bend over
and seal the bag mouth with a loop of
shockcord.
3. Nest this unit inside a second,
slightly larger nylon bag. Note that the
delicate plastic liner is sandwiched between two layers of strong fabric.
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Hard waterproof bags
Cameras, binoculars, trail stoves and
aluminum fuel bottles require crushproof
protection. Military surplus ammo boxes
(lined with foam) are the traditional
camera armor, though the deservedly
popular plastic Pelican boxes are much

more reliable. For mounds of photographic
gear and cookware there is the polyethylene York Pack and the Norel plastic
Wanigan Canoe Pack and Pantry. You can
also store delicate items inside a plastic
ice chest. Tape or tie the cover shut so
it won't come open if you capsize. Some
canoeists set a plastic waste can inside
a waterproof bag, and then set this combo
into a packsack or duffel bag.

Poles
Poling is the fastest way to ascend (and
possibly descend) a shallow stream. Traditionalists prefer ash poles, while modem
polers favor lightweight, unbreakable
aluminum ones. By "windmilling" an
aluminum pole, you can travel about as
fast as two people can paddle.
The lighter the pole the better. A 12foot-long aluminum pole (the recommended length) weighs about three
pounds. Wood models weigh five to seven
pounds. Wood poles must have an iron
shoe at one end to prevent splintering.
If you select an aluminum pole—and
most competitive polers do—be sure its
ends are sealed so the pole will float. Some
aluminum poles can be dismantled for easy
carrying—a good idea if you do much
portaging.

Sailing rigs
Two poles and a poncho are all you need
to sail a canoe. The bow person scrolls
the poncho around the poles and wedges
them between his or her feet. Tighten
the scroll as the wind picks up, open the
scroll when the wind dies down. A gentle
tail wind provides plenty of excitement—
that is, provided you maintain a firm hold
on the sail.
Serious canoe sailors demand a more
sophisticated setup—one with 60 to 120
square feet of sail. The "lateen" rig, which
consists of a pair of booms that slide on
a short mast, is the most popular rig,
because it eliminates the need for a long,

unwieldy mast. Unless you plan to use
your canoe exclusively for sailing, you'll
want a rig that bolts on and off instantly.
A screwdriver and pliers should be the only
tools needed to install and dismantle the
outfit. Lee boards must be rigid when
they're down and there should be no play
between the mast seat and step. All parts
should be aluminum or varnished hardwood.
The best sailing rigs come with aluminum tilt rudders that can be steered via
a rope attachment. Prices vary from about
$100 for simple rigs to $1,000 or more for
sophisticated twin-lateen outfits.

Rowing attachments (oars)
If you want to go blisteringly fast—and
can tolerate the disapproving stares of
traditionalists—install oars on your canoe.
Serious rowing rigs have sliding seats,
adjustable foot braces, sophisticated aluminum outriggers and hand-crafted,
spoon-bladed oars.

Motors and side mounts
At the outset I should make it perfectly
clear that no serious canoeist I know would
ever use a motor on his or her canoe. It's
a matter of pride, tradition and respect
for silent sports.
Nonetheless, a small displacement
outboard can turn a recreational canoe
into a serious fishing boat—one that can
quickly negotiate windy lakes and probe
up twisty creeks where bigger boats can't
go. It takes less than a minute to attach/
detach a small motor to a canoe. And a
gallon of gas goes a long way. If the motor
should break down, you can always paddle.
Horsepower? One to three is plenty for
the typical 17-foot canoe. A five-horse
engine may sink your canoe at the dock
if you apply full throttle.
Motor mounts should clamp to the
gunnels quickly and easily. You should
not have to drill holes or supply special
bases. Side-mounted transom pads are best
made of varnished marine plywood.
Be sure the mount can be adjusted so
you can use your motor on different
canoes. Some models (like 15-foot
Grummans) have a very beefy stem, while
others have a narrow one. A good side
mount fits either canoe with a minimum
of hassle.
Fall 1995 Boat Pennsylvania
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Canoe carriers for cars with
airplane-style doors

Wheeled canoe carriers are expensive
and are practical for use only on wellgroomed trails or roads. Because they
support a canoe only at the center, heavily
loaded, fragile craft could be at risk.

Portage yoke and pads
Carry a heavy canoe alone from the
garage to the car and you'll see the need
for a yoke. Some yokes replace the center
thwart. Others are channeled to fit over
it. Both designs are adequately strong.
If you do much portaging youll prefer the
warmth and springiness of a wooden yoke.
But not all wood yokes are good. Those
built of softwoods are too thick and lack
spring. Hardwood (ash is best) yokes can
be thinned for good flexibility and still
retain adequate strength.

Cartop carriers (foam cushions)
A set of car cushions consists of a pair
of tie-down straps and four grooved foam
blocks that snap onto the canoe's gunnels.
Unlike conventional carriers, cushions can
be installed and removed quickly and are
easily stored in the trunk of a small car.
The down side is that only one canoe can
be carried at a time, and the canoe is
"questionably" secure. Personally, I would
never trust my canoe to this type of rig.

Canoe carriers with wheels
For years, canoeists have been trying
to figure a way to attach wheels to their
canoes to make portaging easier. Canoe
carriers, which consist of a pair of lightweight wheels, a long axle and a support
carriage of some sort, may be the answer
to the portability problem faced by outof-shape, weak or disabled paddlers.
Wheeled canoe carriers are scorned by
serious paddlers, so be prepared for
disapproving stares if you use one.
In practice, the fully loaded canoe is
placed rightside up on the carrier and
pulled over land. The carriers are then
disassembled at the water's edge (a simple
process) and placed into the canoe until the next portage.
6
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Aluminum yoke

Tie-downs for your canoe
Nylon rope and S-hooks are all you need
to make your own tie-downs. If you prefer
commercial tie-downs, look for plasticcoated or nylon molded S-hooks that won't
scratch your car's bumper, and be sure the
ropes or straps are long enough to reach
from the bumper to the ends of your canoe.
Tension devices should lock securely.
Any slippage could give the wind enough
purchase to tear the canoe off the car.
Straps with locking metal cams, like those
available from Yakima, are easy to adjust and very strong. Caution: Do not
use rubber ropes or elastic bungee cords.
A high wind could turn your canoe into
a kite.
High tech aside, an all-rope tie-down
system, coupled with plastic-coated steel
S-hooks (or eye bolts in the bumpers), and
a secure windlass-type knot, is perfectly
adequate. In fact, most serious canoeists prefer this system.

Knee pads
Channeled yoke

Wood yoke

There are commercial types or you can
make your own from a piece of closedcell foam. Glue pads into the canoe with
waterproof contact cement. Choose a foam
type that is not degraded by ultraviolet
light.

Closed-cellfoam knee pads
glued in place.

photos-Cliff Jacobson

The days of generic racrclamp
to a car's gutters are over. Nearly all of
today's vehicles have airplane-style doors
that require precision-fitted brackets. It
is generally conceded that Yakima and
Thule lead the way in gutterless designs.
These companies offer racks to fit nearly
every car model. Caution: The load brackets that come with gutterless carriers are
designed to fit specific vehicles. They
should not be jury rigged to fit cars for
which they are not designed.
Even if you don't plan to buy a second
canoe, you may need to shuttle a friend's,
so be sure to order double-length (78 to
82 inches) racks—the factory standard 48inch carrier is too short to carry two
canoes.
Expect to pay upwards of $100 for a
quality cartop carrier. Locking bars are
essential to prevent theft. Even then,
many paddlers store canoe racks inside
their cars when they're on the river.
Tip: Pad the crossbars of your carriers
with carpeting or heater hose (it slides
on easily if you lubricate the rubber with
brake fluid). Never place canoes directly
on hard, unpadded racks.

e yoke on your shoulders and
pads for proper spacing. Can
pa be moved in or out to fit grownup
and teen shoulders? Be wary of soft pads
that bottom out under load and stiff pads
that don't mold to fit your shoulders.
Yoke pads should be bolted through the
yoke or riveted to a metal backing plate.
Wood screws and glue are not enough. Be
sure there is enough bearing surface at
the ends of the yoke bar to prevent it from
twisting or breaking loose from the canoe's
gunnels. Each end of the yoke should be
secured to the gunnels with two widely
spaced bolts. One centered bolt may allow
the yoke to twist and split.

Seat pads
Pads take the sting out of hard seats.
Closed-cell foam may be duct-taped over
the seat frame or covered with canvas or
nylon and strapped or tied into place.
Choose a light-colored foam or fabric cover
that reflects the sun's heat.
Space does not permit detailing all the
canoe accessories you may need or want.
Here are some more things to ponder before
the next paddling season rolls around:
Back rests, canoe chairs and floor racks;
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sponsons/pontoons and fabric splash
covers; thwart bags, paddle bags, map cases
and running compasses; repair kits, waxes,
finishing oils and abrasives to maintain
and polish your canoe; signal and rescue
gear—mirrors, whistles, flares, smokes,
serrated river knives, carabiners, pulleys
and ropes.
This about covers basic canoeing needs.
What you need for camping out—or
launching a gourmet lunch along
the river—is another matter.

A homemade seat pad
(upper left). Two
poles and a poncho
are all you need to
sail a canoe (above).
The bow person scrolls
the poncho around the
poles and wedges
them between his or
her feet.
Tighten the scroll
as the wind picks
up, open the
scroll when the
wind dies down.
A gentle tail wind
provides plenty of
excitement—that
is, provided you
maintain a firm
hold on the sail.
The most
comfortable PFDs
(left) are those
that have narrow
vertical ribs.
Three-quarter
length (kayak
style) vests are
the clear choice
for short-waisted
men and most
women.
Fall 1995 Boat Pennsylvania
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Sailboats without sails, boats that fly, fuel-injected outboards,
high-performance hulls made from recycled materials, computerassisted design that can simulate performance of a vessel before
it becomes a three-dimensional prototype, electronic equipment
that makes use of satellites and fiber-optic cable. These are
just a few glimpses into the not-so-distant future of boating
and boat manufacturing, as portrayed in a panel discussion preceding last January's New York Boat Show.
The destiny of boat design will be forever changed with
computer assistance that can take a pictorial rendering through
sequences of virtual reality and show how the boat will perform at sea, also how it will feel and look below the decks, said
Norman Nudelman of NMMA's Westlawn Institute of Marine
Technology, Stamford, CT. "In the not-too-distant future the
combination of several emerging technologies into new processes will produce changes in boat manufacturing even more
dramatic than those of the 1940s,'50s and '60s, which resulted
in the modern-day production line."
Today's boat manufacturer invests a lot of time and money
in developing a new design and building the tooling (molds)
to put the design into production. Compare this to the future
8
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design/development scenario in which the boat is designed,
engineered and modeled by computer. When the manufacturer
has the exact boat he wants in the computer, it will be an easy
next step to send the information to numerically controlled cutting
machinery that will make an exact mold by precisely routing
out the hull shape (or other parts) from a relatively inexpensive
foam block.
"With this process, the manufacturer is no longer held hostage
to expensive tooling," Nudelman said. "From this, expect to
see new designs evolving more rapidly, with the creative manufacturer able to deliver what the boating public wants by testing
the waters in advance." Intelligent engineering will become
easier to accomplish with advanced analytical techniques.
Calculating loads and stresses for every part of a boat's structure
will be easier, but product obsolescence will become a pressing issue that may result in greater efforts to use recycled fiberglass.
"Expect to see an acceleration of the multihull trend in both
sailboats and in powerboats," Nudelman said. "Sailing multihulls
go faster than their monohull counterparts and can be sailed
practically upright. Size for size, a power catamaran causes

photo.Don Martin
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less wave-making and develops
greater speed per horsepower while
consuming less fuel than its
•
heavier monohull counterpart."
Fiberglass composites will remain the material of choice for
production-line boatbuilding,
though polyester resins will disappear with enforcement of regulations requiring reduction of
styrene emissions.
"Epoxy resins will become the resin of choice," Nudelman speculated,"and expect an increase in the use of advanced composites
as their price comes down and experience provides better
knowledge of how to use them."
In his marine power predictions segment,Joe Skorupa, Boating/
Outdoors editor of New York-based Popular Mechanics Magazine,
suggested, "It might be fun to imagine a boat trip of the future beginning with a captain on a dock speaking into a tricorder
saying,'Engage impulse power through the sub-sonic, no-wake
zone. Past the marker, however, kick it into warp drive: And
it might be fun to imagine light-tackle fishermen using palmsized phasers set on stun for those inclined to practice catchand-release."
Engine development will be pretty spectacular in reality, Skorupa
predicted, as manufacturers accelerate their rate of technological
progress as never before because of regulation by the Environmental
Protection Agency. "The benefits will be superior products and
improved fuel efficiency, but price to the customer will increase
as will cost for the manufacturer. Expect to see the biggest V6
outboards and 7.4-liter gas inboards and stemdrives pushing against
the $25,000 mark around the turn of the century," he said.
The first technological steps in engine development, some
already being seen, will be the proliferation of four-stroke
outboards up to the 140-horsepower range. Current weight
problems with the four-strokes will be solved and they will also
be more expensive. However, they should also gain an overall 40 percent improvement in gallon-per-hour fuel consumption
over standard two-strokes. Beyond the year 2000 look for
development of direct injection outboard motors that deliver
the fuel directly into the combustion chamber and not to some
outer passageway. Added benefits in the transformation to
increased efficiency and lower emission levels will be improved
power, smoothness of operation, noise reduction and fume
elimination.
"Electronic fuel injection systems in outboards, inboards,
stemdrives and diesels are clearly the wave of the future," Skorupa
indicated, adding, "This story has been developing since the
late 1980s and is much in evidence on marine engines today,
but it will be a juggernaut in coming years." Depending on
regulatory proposals, engines may see the addition of electronic
carburetors, "but the future is in digital multiport injection,
so efficient and sophisticated that it will be able to adjust the
air and fuel mixture for each cylinder for each revolution of
the crankshaft."
To achieve these efficiencies, the engines of the future will
be more active-controlled by responsive devices called electronic
control modules that will monitor and execute engine variables
such as timing, load, throttle position, engine temperature, able
to learn from past experiences and predict patterns of parameters.
Operators will monitor engine performance through simple lights

indicating fuel consumption, rating
of efficiency, and cues for changing
oil and filters. "Eventually, liquid
crystal display (LCD) screens will
show real-time engine data, condi-14
,
1
tions in each cylinder, performing
troubleshooting and diagnostic
tasks."
Skorupa's predictions also included: For catalytic converters to
appear on sterndrive and inboard engines and eventually outboards; for exhaust recirculation systems to be introduced to
stemdrives and inboards; for jet drives to replace props in many
applications; and for engine builders to increase warranties to
three years and then five years. "Expect continued changes
from engine makers vying for market share," he summarized.
"The shake, rattle and rolling has just begun."
Marine electronic communications also will change drastically,
according to Gordon West of Costa Mesa, CA, an author of numerous articles, several books and a lecturer on marine electronics.
The international Morse Code for emergency communications,
even the traditional distress call "Mayday Mayday Mayday," will
be replaced by a data stream from marine VHF sets that send
out calls for help and automatically identify the ship and location. "By the year 2000, even small boats with a common marine
25-watt VHF set will have digital selective calling capabilitiesa term that describes data streams that may be sent manually
or automatically to others," West said.
Ship-to-shore calls will be automatic with built-in billing while
big yachts at sea will link with low earth-orbit satellites for
crystal-clear phone calls. Calling will be confidential, too, with
the ability for eavesdropping eliminated. Navigation via personal
global positioning (GPS) will continue growing in acceptance
and receivers will be the size of a pager able to be worn on a
belt. Larger units will come with built-in charts, giving sufficient detail and differential correction capabilities to guide
a return to port to within 10 feet of a slip. "Loran by the year
2005 may only be a memory," predicts West, "because in the
year 2000 the GPS system will be so sophisticated that Loran
receivers will be gone from the marine marketplace."
Digital compasses with fltucgate technology will drive automatic
pilots and sound "off course" alarms. Sounders will incorporate phased array technology to detect not only the bottom
but will be able to look around to see fish as well as forward
to detect hazards. Radar will be displayed on a flat panel and
yield a "live picture," no longer a slow sweep with a pulsating image of snapshot changes. Radar alarms and collision
avoidance radar systems will link to an autopilot to take over
when the radar senses danger ahead. "Well also see fiber-optic
cables aboard boats by the year 2000, eliminating the need for
hundreds of feet of heavy corrosion-prone wires and connectors," West believes.
Overall, improving marine electronics will make boating safer
as the new millennium dawns. "If there is an emergency, more
things will happen automatically for summoning help and give
mariners more time to get things resolved on board. Perhaps
best of all, concludes West, "These impressive devices will still
have off-switches to shut everything down so boaters can just
scan the horizon, take in the smell of the water, and enjoy life
until an electronic alarm announces the dinner hour." •
Fall 1995 Boat Pennsylvania
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by Bob Stearns

Still, if that 16-footer can get me into
tight and/or skinny water that is out of
the question for anything much larger,
then the smaller boat is going to be my
choice. And with a boat of that size,
boating now becomes a compromise I must
live with, relegated to those days when
the seas are not too rough, or I boat with
a friend who does have a bigger boat, and
maybe on other days he goes with me to
the less accessible spots.
But to take this example even further,
let's consider thatjust any 16-footer won't
do. Perhaps I must run quite a few miles
of relatively open water to get to those
out-of-the-way spots I like. Even if the
run out in the morning is almost always
smooth, I could be faced with returning
later in the day through a very nasty
chop. Now comes the second stage of
compromises.
Deep-vee hulls ride far softer and handle
big water better than semi-vee shapes because they carry the V shape all the way
to the transom. The amount of this V, measured in degrees of angle from the horizontal, is called deadrise. The greater the
deadrise, the softer the ride, and the more
water the boat will draw. It also takes more
horsepower to get the same top (and cruising)speed out of a deep-vee hull compared
to the flatness of the last third of the semivee's hull-about 30 percent, when corn-

paring a really deep-vee (e.g.,
24 degrees or more of deadrise
at the transom). That means
more expense in buying the
engine and fewer mpg.
The trick is to find a happy
medium between riding comfort and hull efficiency. One
way to do this is through the
so-called modified deep-vee
(a.k.a., modified vee), or its
more recent version, often
called the variable vee or progressive vee. My current boat
has a modified-vee bottom
with 14 degrees of deadrise
at the transom, which allows an engineup draft of 9 to 10 inches, depending on
load, and still yields a comfortable ride
in 2-foot seas.
The original deep-vee carried the same
deadrise at the transom quite a bit forward (some as much as 2/3rds the distance) before it began to increase
significantly. The newer versions begin
that increase, ever so slightly in the beginning, from almost immediately forward
of the transom.
An excellent example of this is a 20footer I tested recently. It had a transom deadrise of 18 degrees, while the
bottom progressively increased to almost
40 degrees at the bow. Four longitudinal strakes along the bottom provided the
dynamic lift needed to maintain the right
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Far too many boat buyers don't
pay close enough attention to
the shape of the hull they're
planning to buy. Actually, choosing the right boat for a specific
application is a lot more than deciding on size and interior layout.
There is nothing terribly wrong
with choosing size as your initial
starting point. That decision has
to be made sooner or later anyway. But perhaps it makes even
more sense to impose another determination in between size and
interior layout selections. And
that should be shape of the
bottom.
Considering the great advances in hull
designs over the past 30 years, choosing
the configuration that's right for you
means thinking in terms of not only riding
comfort, but also overall suitability to task.
It's a safe rule of thumb to say that the
larger the body of water, the more important the right choice in hull shape becomes. Within certain limits, rd rate shape
as more important than size, if you consider that many 16-foot vessels offer better
rough water riding comfort than some 18footers. That's a rather relative determination that requires level-headed
understanding, because there is obviously
no way any 16-footer is going to be safer
and more comfortable in extremely dangerous water conditions far offshore than
a properly built 22-footer.

running attitude, thereby eliminating the
tendency to plow that would otherwise
be typical of so much deep-vee forward.
The result is a 40 mph boat with three
adults, some heavy gear, 80 gallons of gas
aboard, and only a single 150 on the
transom. So much for the thumb rule that
deep-vee boats are slower!
Not too long ago I tested two 18-footers
of similiar weight and dimensions, both
powered with identical 150hp outboards.
One was a center console rig with a
modified deep-vee, the other a modifiedvee bass boat with a racing-style flat
triangular pad under the transom. The
center console boat hit a top speed of 56
mph, while the bass boat screamed across
the lake at 71. The difference here is
purely a matter of drag, which translates
as wetted hull surface. The center console
ran with 2/3rds of its bottom in the water,
while the bass boat sat high atop its padon about 2 to 3 square feet of surface.
On flat water that's no contest. But in
a chop of a foot or more the center console
can easily run away from the bass rig and
hide. Unless the occupants of the latter
are willing to risk hard bruises and maybe
some expensive dental work. That particular bass boat is a logical choice for a
lake not likely to get really rough, but
if the going is likely to get sloppy the
center console, or any other hull that's
a modified or progressive vee, has a very
big edge.

Tr -hull
Hull designs come and go, but so far
nothing has endured like the modified
deep-vee except the oldest hull shape in
the world, the flat bottom. You may
remember the various forms of the cathedral hull(aka tri-hull) that began to appear
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Its
strongest assets were roominess and stability, while its weaknesses were a hard
ride if the seas were high enough, wetness, and somewhat slower speed for the
same horsepower.
It was the hard ride that eventually did
the big-water version of that hull in. It's
still popular in some protected water
applications, however, where choppy water
is unlikely.

mom papRitichn5

Catamaran hull
But now a serious contender to the deep
vee's stronghold has emerged: the catamaran hull. I was first exposed to these
boats while in Australia in 1977, and I was
impressed with the way they handled

rough water. The cat's popularity has since
spread to South Africa, where as a rule
the seas are anything but gentle. And
already several companies are building
them in the U.S. Expect to see more and
more of these hulls as time goes by. Unlike
the tri-hulls, cats are serious rough-water
boats with a growing following.
Unlike the racing versions of catamarans,
those built for recreational use are designed
for the ride, not speed. They aren't any
faster than a well-designed monohull, but
they can run in seas that would surprise
you. And they keep you dry at the same
time. You'll have a lot of makes and models
to choose from in the near future as more
and more boat builders get into the act.
Catamarans offer more stability both
underway and at rest than a deep vee, or
even a modified vee, of the same length
and beam. And they won't snap-roll like
the extremely deep-vees with a transom
deadrise over 20 degrees.

Tunnel hull
The so-called tunnel hull is somewhat
like a squashed version of the catamaran
hull. It's not intended for long stretches
of very rough water, but it is also faster
for the same horsepower and its big advantage is that the engine can be mounted
far higher on the transom than normal,
which allows the boat to jump quickly on
plane in the barest inches of water.
Even so, a soft, dry ride and/or exceptional thin-water capability still may not
be the deciding factor. Big fish in skinny
water, like hybrid stripers or largemouth
bass prowling a lake shoreline, are typical
of the many gamefish so sensitive to noise.
Even if the draft is shallow enough to get
you there, a hull that slaps or thumps in
that environment is like motoring along
with trumpets blaring. In some areas
there's already an emerging trend toward
"stealth" hulls, with slightly rounded
chines that may give up some dryness but
don't telegraph the boat's presence before you're close enough for an easy cast.
How do you select the best hull shape?
You start by analyzing your goals carefully, then you go looking. Ask others
who boat the same way. Spend a day or
two aboard as many other boats that fit
the "right" profile as possible, especially
when the sea conditions are less than
favorable. By all means, try before you
buy. Make the dealer take you out for a
serious test ride. All boats behave well
when the seas are flat.

mod-vee
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ANIVERSAL
iver Signals
STOP

Potential hazard ahead. Wait for "all clear" signal
before proceeding, or scout ahead.
Form a horizontal bar with your paddle or outstretched
arms. Move the paddle or your arms up and down to
attract attention, using a pumping motion with the
paddle or a flying motion with your arms. Those seeing
the signal should pass it back to others in the party.

HELP/EMERGENCY
on shore

on the water

Assist the signaler as quickly as possible.
Give three long blasts on a police whistle while waving
a paddle, helmet, or life vest over your head in a circular
motion. If a whistle is not available, use the visual
signal alone. A whistle is best carried on a lanyard
attached to the shoulder of a life vest.

ALL CLEAR

HELP/EMERGENCY

ALL CLEAR

14

Come ahead (in the absence of other directions, proceed down the center).
Form a vertical bar with your paddle or one arm held
high above your head. The paddle blade should be
turned flat for maximum visibility. To signal direction or a preferred course through a rapid around an
obstruction, lower the previously vertical "all clear"
by 45 degrees toward the side of the river with the
preferred route. Never point toward the
obstacle you wish to avoid.
Signal system devised by an American Whitewater
Affiliation committee composed of Jim Sindelar, Tom
McCloud, O.K. Goodwin, Bev Hartline, Walt Blackadar,
and Charles Walbridge.
on shore

on shore
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on the water

on the water

on shore

on the water

Your Water
Skiing Equipment
v:ot
*
by John M.Cornish

For most water skiers, Labor Day weekend marks
the end of the boating season. Boaters invest a considerable amount of time and money to clean, winterize and prepare their boats and motors for the
cold months ahead. It is interesting to find that
the water skis and vests that are so carefully protected
during the summer season are soon forgotten and
left lying in the boat. Here are some do's and don'ts
to prepare your ski equipment for the long winter
season. Taking care of this equipment now saves
time and money next season.
Fall 1995 Boat Pennsylvania
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* * * *
*
* * *

All skiers, from beginners to advanced
should be taken to keep them in good concompetitors, value their ski equipment. They
dition. They must be kept dry to prevent the
try to protect it so that it will last for many
skis from being affected by dry rot. All nicks
seasons of skiing fun. Proper care and mainand scrapes should be sanded and covered
tenance does help! Skiing equipment consists
Your Water
with marine spar varnish or marine enamel.
of three major components: skis, rope and
The sanding and varnishing keep the wood
Skiing Equipment
vests. Ski gloves and wetsuits are two opsealed to prevent splintering and rotting.
tional equipment supplements.
Regardless of what kind of skis you have,
* * * *
The first step in winterizing your ski
they should not be exposed to extreme temequipment is collecting it all in the basement
peratures. Skis should not be stored next
or garage to allow everything to dry thoroughly. Damp ski to the furnace or in some other area where radical changes of
bindings, vests, wetsuits and gloves are excellent breeding grounds heat or cold will affect them. The skis, both fiberglass and wood,
for mold and mildew. Be sure to include all your life jackets should be kept in a cool, dry place. All equipment should be
and other damp articles in your collection of equipment to dry kept at moderate temperatures. Extreme heat causes delamiout. Let your equipment dry for at least one week away from
nation of the skis. Very cold temperatures can also cause structural
direct sunlight or extreme heat, with constant air circulation. weakness caused by the expansion and contraction of the materials.
During this period, a careful inventory and inspection of
Skis should either be stood up or allowed to lie flat without
equipment can be made. The long winter is a perfect time to other items leaning or stacked on them. This prevents them
make minor repairs or send items to the manufacturer for major from warping or bowing.
reconditioning. Plans to replace equipment can also be conAll the screws and studs should be tightened and checked.
sidered. Avoid the spring rush and don't miss the first ski ride If they are stripped, epoxy may be used to reset them. This
of the new season by getting repairs and replacements done is very important with the newer honeycomb or core skis.
ahead of time. This type of winter activity also builds interFiberglass ski bottoms should not be waxed. The bottom surface
est and anticipation for the coming season.
of a fiberglass ski is treated to glide, yet hold,in the water. Waxing
the bottom defeats this
action by resisting the water. To clean the bottom of
your fiberglass ski, use a
solvent such as alcohol or
thinner. Just wipe the
bottom surface with a soft
cloth dampened with the
solvent. Use the solvent
sparingly-excessive
amounts may cause deterioration and smearing of
the graphics.
The desk or top surface
of your skis also needs
special attention. Most ski
surfaces are either aluminum,fiberglacs or ABS plastic. Some paste waxes will
cause the ski to turn cloudy
or milky in color, so use a
standard furniture polish.
This puts a thin protective
film on the ski that normally does not cloud or discolor. You may want to
check with your ski manufacturer for suggestions regarding the waxing and care
of the skis.
Here are some practical specifics for winterizing each piece
Bindings
of ski equipment.
Ski bindings are almost considered a consumable item. The
Skis
rubber or vinyl deteriorates, cracks and tears because of the
The development of fiberglass skis has revolutionized wa- constant pulling, bending, rubbing, wetting and drying. They
ter skiing and the maintenance problems that accompany wooden
will have to be replaced every two to three years, but a little
skis. For those skiers who still have wooden skis, special care care may prolong their life. Once your bindings have dried out,
16
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you may want to treat them with one of the many rubber or
vinyl cleaners. These cleaners that are on the market also treat
the binding, restoring some of its life. One caution is not to
spill the solution on the ABS plastic decks. The cleaner may
react with the ink, causing the graphics and lettering to run
or smear.

under stress, may break strands, causing the rope to fray and
weaken. Knots also create the same problem. A knot may even
cause a rope to cut itself after prolonged use and strain.
Handles should also be rinsed and stored. They should be
kept away from any oil or grease that could penetrate the rubber,
leaving it slippery.

Ski cases

Wetsuits

Ski cases should be put on skis only after they are dry, whether
during summer or winter. The ski needs air to dry and prevent mold and mildew. During the winter, the case may be put
on but left open for air circulation.

If you are fortunate enough to own a skiing wetsuit or barefoot
wetsuit, you'll want to make sure it is kept properly. The moisture
of body perspiration and the water can create odors and possible
deterioration of the suit. Wash your suit in the bathtub in warm
water with Woolite or Ivory
Gloves
soap. Make sure that the soap
Ropes and handles are commonly
Ski gloves are relatively inis completely rinsed out. The
expensive. You should expect
overlooked as needing care, maintenance
suit should be air-dried insideto have to replace your gloves
out and then air-dried again
and proper winter storage.
at least yearly, depending on
with the outside out.
how hard you ski. Their purHang your suit on a large,
pose is to take the wear off
wide, sturdy plastic or wooden
your hands. Mold and milhanger. Do not use metal
dew also threaten the thin
hangers because they can leave
material and threads. If you
small rust stains on the shoulwash and store your gloves,
der areas where the suit rests.
they should be ready for
A wide, heavy duty hanger is
spring, but plan on getting
best so that the places of supa new pair in June.
port are distributed over a
large area. Thin hangers place
Vests
all the pressure from the
Pennsylvania requires that
weight of the suit in a small
all boats have a U.S. Coast
area, weakening the rubber
Guard approved personal floand eventually creating a hole.
tation device (PFD) for each
Small hangers bend from the
individual on the boat. Most
weight of the suit after a proskiers also have a special ski
longed period.
vest. Remember that mold,
Suits should not be folded.
mildew, and rot caused by
Folds leave marks and creases
moisture is the major enemy
that compress the rubber and
of these costly items.
weaken the material, leading
All your PFDs should be
to tears and holes. Suits
washed with a mild soap and water using a soft brush. Allow should be stored at moderate temperatures in a dry area with
them to dry and store them. Some of the ensolite rubber vests some air circulation.
are coated with thermal plastic that causes the vest to stick
to itself or to another vest. The bonding of the plastic is caused Dry suits
by temperature and time. In most cases, this sticking together
Some avid skiers are purchasing dry suits for late and early
is not a damaging problem, but it can be avoided by dusting season skiing. There are only two maintenance tasks to perthe vests with baby powder or talcum powder.
form after you have washed your suit with a soft brush and
soap and water. Once it is dry, you should rub paraffin wax
Ropes and handles
on the zipper to assist in sealing and to keep it operating smoothly.
Ropes and handles are commonly overlooked as needing care The other important pieces of a dry suit are the ankle, wrist
or maintenance. The average boater may use the same rope and neck seals. These seals are made of a rubber base and
for skiing to tie up to his friend's boat. Advanced skiers may deteriorate in several years. Powder the seals to prolong their
have a rope that retails for $40 and a handle that sells for half life. Powdering the seals also assists in the task of putting on
that amount. These lines deserve special attention to preserve and taking off the suit.
their usefulness.
With proper care and maintenance, your skiing equipment
Depending on the water on which you boat, you may want can last for many years. If you do your repairs during the offto rinse your rope in clean water, removing the discoloring season, you won't be spending your skiing time working on
chemicals and algae. The rope should be loosely coiled and hung equipment or waiting for it to be fixed. Your equipment's worst
or stored. Do not allow the rope to be kinked or wrapped tightly enemies are mold, mildew and wet storage. You can change
on reels or cleats. This puts a "set" in the rope after a short that with appropriate maintenance.
time. This "set," when the rope is straightened out and put
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How to
tie a
cleat
hitch
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Rope has been changing since the days of Moby Dick and Captain
Ahab. Indeed, it has changed a lot just in the last few years.
Because new kinds of line have special characteristics, your choice
of knots, bends and hitches is a tittle different today than it
might have been when your grandfather thought good manila
line was the best.
From many sources you can find important nautical knots,
good to know about, but your real skill in seamanship can be
based on just five or six knots. It's also a good idea to know
which "old favorites" to avoid under some circumstances.
Let's start out with the really useful knots.

Bowline
The bowline is the king of knots. It will not come undone
unless and until you want to untie it. It is strong, and there
18
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Running
bowline
makes a
larger
loop.
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Slippery
halfhitch

are many uses for it. One variation, called a running bowline,
is a quick way to make any size loop, perhaps to fasten a dock
line to a piling. Indeed, an excellent way to fasten two lines
together is by using two inter-locking bowlines.
Look at the drawing. Get a piece of line and practice it. If
you need a memory device, try thinking of the little rabbit that
goes down the hole, up out of the hole, then down again.
It doesn't matter whether you're dealing with old fashioned
manila rope, nylon or dacron rope, rope made with three twisted
strands, or braided rope...the bowline always works. Easy to
untie, yet it won't shake loose.

Two half-hitches
This one is useful under many circumstances for tying a line
to something. There are several variations. One advantage is
that the first half-hitch holds for a moment, so everything is
snug while you add the second half-hitch. Adding a slippery
half-hitch (see picture) makes it less temporary, and yet easily
undone.
If you make two turns with your anchor line, around the anchor
shackle, and then tie two half-hitches (look closely at the illustration), you have an anchor bend. It's a good variation,
but the bowline is perhaps a little better for fastening your line
to an anchor.

Cleat hitch
Some people might not include this in their list of useful knots,
because it doesn't seem like a "knot." But try it again, and
youll see it's really just making half-hitches around a piece of
hardware. The cleat hitch, properly done, is secure and easy
to undo. It's worth making sure you understand the right way
to use the cleat hitch.
The line should come to the cleat at an open angle (see picture).
Usually the final turn can be turned over, for security, unless
there is a need to cast off in a hurry-as there might be with
a small sailboat's main sheet. Don't overdo the half hitches...three
is plenty.

Reef knot or square knot
You may have learned to tie this, instead of a granny, when
you were a child. The problem with the reef knot, or square
knot, is that there are only a few uses for it aboard a boat, and
too many people try to use it for the wrong purpose.
The square knot may seem like a way to tie two lines togetherto lengthen a tow line, let's say. But it isn't. This knot can
capsize, it can slip, and it can even get so tight that it won't
untie at all.
Here are the useful applications for this knot:
•Tying up a package. If the strain won't be changing, shaking
it loose, it's dandy for this purpose.
•Putting sail stops around a sail after it's furled-the package
deal.
• Tying in a reef, in the unlikely event that your sail has
reef points instead of modern roller reefing.
•In the bow-knot variation, to tie your shoes. A great many
people tie a granny bow knot, and wonder why their shoe laces
keep getting undone. Watch a baseball game-if a player stops
to tie his shoe, it's almost always because he tied it incorrectly
in the dressing room.

Clove hitch

especially with slippery synthetic line. It's so adjustable that
it works itself loose! You can make it more secure by adding
a half-hitch.
This is a standard hitch with many boatmen, for tying to a
piling. But it isn't perfect, and with modem line it's even worse.
Experienced sailors are more likely to take an extra few seconds and make a running bowline (see illustration).

Knots to be wary about or use carefully
The Carrick bend, which has about 10 variations, looks beautiful.
But never use it to tie two lines together, because it turns ugly
when it's under strain, unless you can take the extra time to
add a seizing (small line wound around the ends and the standing
part). Save the Carrick bend for something ornamental.
The sheet bend is a much better choice.
The buntline hitch, sort of an inside-out two half-hitches,
is a little harder to tie, because the first turn doesn't hold, but
it's excellent. It's an old square-rigger hitch, recently revived
by top racing sailors. It's also useful for towlines, when you
use a trailer for your boat, and for a flag halyard. Small space,
and it always holds.

More things to know about rope
On the water, old salts will tell you that rope is always called
"line." That's almost true. Rope is what you buy in marine
stores, but once it's in use it turns into anchor lines, dock lines,
sheets and halyards. There are also bolt ropes and foot ropes,
but you're not likely to find them except aboard sailboats or
clipper ships.
For thousands of years, most rope has been three-strand,
twisted. It's still a good kind of line-easy to work with. In
the smaller sizes a little wear can weaken one strand, and thus
the whole line.
Rope today, very likely, is braided. It is usually "double braid,"
with an outer braid around a core. It's generally easy to handle,
but this configuration has some drawbacks: Making an eye splice
is a lot more difficult to learn than with old-fashioned "laid
line." Braided line doesn't make into coils quite as conveniently
as three-strand rope.
As everyone knows, rope today is made from a number of new
materials, synthetics instead of natural fibers. It's a good idea
to understand the difference.
Nylon line is much more elastic than dacron, which makes
it better for anchor lines and dock lines. If you don't want to
learn splicing, made-up dock lines are available in marine stores
and catalogs.
Dacron, with its small amount of stretch, is desirable for sailboat
running rigging, but has less use aboard a powerboat.
Polyester line, although not nearly as strong as the other
synthetics, has a unique advantage for one special use: For a
line to tow your boat, because it floats and thus is not likely
to get tangled with your propeller.
What size line to buy? The best answer is to get line that
is comfortable in your hands for the intended use. For an anchor
line or a dock line, very thin rope might be strong enoughbut uncomfortable. Unless you're talking about a very large
yacht, or a ship, 3/8-inch or 1/2-inch is strong enough, but
you'll often find 3/4-inch anchor line on cruising boats, because it's so much easier to handle.
John Whiting is the author of the marlinespike chapter in
Chapman's Piloting, Seamanship & Small Boat Handling.

This one is easy to make and easy to adjust-but it can slip,
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Understanding

OWER
Power trim is so commonplace that it's now
standard equipment on most outboards
in the 50hp and up range, plus almost all
stern drives. So now that you have it,
do you know how to really make it work
for you? It can save you bodily wear and
tear, equipment wear and tear, and at
today's fuel prices more than just pocket
change by the end of the season.
If you do a lot of boating in shallow
water, power trim can save big bucks when
it comes to lower unit and/or powerhead
repairs. And it can definitely help you
get to places that you could not otherwise reach without installing an expensive
jet drive unit in place of the factory lower
unit that came with your engine. This
isn't to say that power trim will in all cases
replace the jet, because in extremely
shallow, rocky rivers that just isn't so.
All of this boils down to the fact that
you can control, with just the push of a
button, the angle of the lower unit—either
outboard or stem drive—while under way
at any speed. More important, this allows the angle of the propeller shaft to
be minutely adjusted to the optimum for
current water conditions, or for other
special operating situations, such as when

Trim

favorable water conditions permit an
optimum cruise situation.

Dramatic improvements
by Bob Stearns
under way in very shallow water. This is
a considerable advantage over the inboard,
whose prop shaft is permanently fixed at
an angle that is slightly below the horizontal and therefore also less than close
to maximum efficiency.
With the exception of a few racing and
extra high-performance hulls, the majority
of planing boats around today deliver their
top speed and best fuel economy at cruise
when the prop shaft is parallel to the
surface of the water. In some light, fast
boats (e.g., the better bass boats), you
get even a tad more speed if the lower unit
is adjusted outward so that the rear of the
prop shaft is actually pointed slightly above
the horizontal. The reason for this will
be explained shortly.
But in most other boats, when the
propeller shaft is in a horizontal attitude,
this is the point where none of the prop's
thrust is wasted in trying to force the bow
up or down. It's the ideal angle when

Under such ideal conditions, according
to my own tests with typical planing hulls
in the 16- to 20-foot range, the right prop
shaft angle can make a difference of 15
to 30 percent in speed, and 10 to 20
percent in fuel economy. And when it
comes to high-performance hulls, here are
some results from tests performed by one
outboard maker (at my request) with a
bass boat and a 150hp outboard.
When test runs were made at full throttle,
with the engine trimmed under so that the
prop shaft was at an angle of five degrees
below horizontal (thereby forcing the bow
downward), the top speed was clocked at
41.7 mph and the rig was getting only 2.73
miles per gallon (mpg). Yet, when the lower
unit was trimmed upward until the prop
shaft was just slightly out from parallel
to the surface of the water (to get a little
bow lifting), the top speed shot upward
by 44 percent to 60.2 mph. Fuel economy
jumped upward to 3.5 mpg, a 28 percent
improvement!
The reason for this dramatic improve-

Even if your engine
doesn't have power trim,
don't forget the tilt pin.
Most have five or six positions, and they can be
used in the same manner
as power trim when water
conditions warrant. Moving the pin into a lower
position keeps the bow
down so that it cuts into
a head sea better. And
higher positions can be
used to keep the bow
higher if you are running
before a big following sea.
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Manual
"Power Trim"

ment is obvious to experienced
high-performance boat skippers,
and the principles involved are
second nature to all raceboat
drivers. Lifting the bow just
enough to sharply reduce the
amount of boat bottom dragging
through the water (reducing the
"wetted surface," as the expression goes) allows the boat to go
much faster. As you would expect, high-performance hulls are
even more sensitive to hull drag
decrease than "ordinary" planing
hulls like the average runabout,
but even in the latter situation
the differences are large.
This doesn't mean that if you
keep adding more outward trim
to the lower unit, the top speed
and fuel economy will continue
to increase. Once the prop shaft
passes more than 2 or 3 degrees
beyond the point of being parallel to the surface of the water, too much
energy is wasted in trying to lift more hull
(than is practical) out of the water, resulting now in a definite loss of propulsion.
And if the prop is trimmed upward too
far, the blades begin to entrain air bubbles.
That results in a considerable loss of efficiency through slippage.
In the case of the above bass boat tests;
when the lower unit was trimmed outward
so that the angle of the prop shaft was
approximately 4 to 5 degrees above being parallel to the surface, speed dropped
by almost five percent and fuel economy
by 14 percent. A lot of energy was simply
wasted on an impressive rooster tail.
Even when reducing speed to normal
cruise (i.e., 3,500 to 4,500 for most outboards and 3,000 to 3,500 for stemdrives),
all of the above results that occur with
various lower unit trim attitudes remain
effective. Keeping the prop shaft parallel
to the surface of the water, conditions
permitting, always yields the best speed
and fuel economy for that rpm.

rumals qog.ojoyd

Other benefits
Equally important are the other benefits that can be derived from proper power
trim use. For example, when faced with
a long, sloppy, hard ride home because
you're headed into a stiff chop, trimming
the lower unit forward, even as far forward as possible when conditions dictate,
improves the ride considerably and at the
same time allows the boat to stay on plane
at somewhat slower speeds. This helps

reduce fuel consumption when you might
otherwise be forced to come completely
off plane, because of the seas, and thus
plow your way along while burning much
more fuel than you would if you could have
remained on plane.
Obviously the softer the ride, the easier
it is on you and your passengers. Keep
in mind also that any ride rough enough
to hurt your body is also hard enough
eventually to cause structural damage to
your boat. Ditto the gear and electronics
you have on board.
Reduced wear and tear on the boat and
equipment aboard means it's in better
condition when you decide to sell it, and
that's bucks in your pocket as well as less
maintenance and fewer repairs in between.
There are even times when trimming
the lower unit out far beyond the optimum prop shaft angle might help. Particularly when running before a steep
following sea, because that extra lift keeps
the bow from being buried in the wave
in front as you're pushed downsea by the
wave from behind.

Shallow water
If you do a lot of running in skinny
water, power trim allows you to go under power in water much shallower than
otherwise possible. This is true both on
and off plane, although I certainly wouldn't
recommend trying to run on plane in
extremely thin water over a bottom that
is anything but sand or mud. And should
your lower unit strike a hard object while

in an outward trimmed position, gearcase
damage is less likely because of the glancing angle of the blow.
Being able to trim the lower unit forward
as far as possible helps get on plane faster,
especially with a heavy load. Once on
plane, of course, you should trim out to
the optimum running angle. But each time
you use power trim to help lift that load
on plane, there's less wear on the engine's
internal components. That should help
more than just a little when it comes to
possible powerhead repairs.
Definitely not to be overlooked is the
fact that power trim takes a tot of strain
off the poor back muscles when it comes
to tilting the engine up. Keeping the lower
unit out of the water, particularly around
salty or brackish water, reduces corrosion
damage tremendously. Even in freshwater
it helps a lot to keep it up in the air. At
the very least the growth of algae that
otherwise results decreases speed and
increases fuel consumption. And believe
it or not, in all but the purest freshwater there are likely to be chemicals—
manmade or in some cases even
natural—that can eventually cause damage.
Power trim is a great resource, so use
it for all it's worth. Experiment with it
under a wide variety of water conditions,
and you'll soon develop a strong seat-ofthe-pants feeling for when it's doing the
best possible job. Just don't make the
mistake of assuming that it's pre-set at
the factory or by the dealer,
•
never to be touched.
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You were enjoying what seemed to be the perfect weekend cruising
the river with your family. You cruised around a bend in the
river. As you zoomed around the corner, boats were everywherepersonal watercraft, water skiers, anglers and cabin cruisers.
You quickly pulled back on the throttle and panicked as you
tried to pick a clear course through the congestion. What should
you have done? Who has the right of way?
Before you put your boat on the water every year, you need
to review all the boating laws. The best way to do this is to
take a safe boating course as presented by the Fish and Boat
Commission, U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary or U.S. Power Squadrons.
The most confusing but most critical part of the law is the
rules of the road. All boaters must have a working knowledge
of rules of the road. On weekends, with hundreds of boats running
in every direction at the same time, these laws can seem very
complicated. This article contains a review of the basic rules
of the road that apply to all waterways. We'll focus a bit more
in depth on rules that apply to Pennsylvania rivers.
Rules of the road were created to establish a safe traffic flow
on the water. Collision avoidance is what navigation rules are
all about. It requires all boaters to make choices when on the
water. Boaters must know the rules to make the right choices.

Lookout
A quick review of the navigation rules reminds us to keep
a proper lookout. This involves using your senses. Be alert
not only with your eyes but listen to the sounds around you.
Look constantly around you-notjust ahead. Be alert for swimmers,
obstructions, anchored boats and buoys. Always look over your
shoulder to both sides to check your blind spots before making any sharp turns. Keeping a proper lookout is critical, no
matter where you boat. Most collisions, regardless of whether
they occur with other boats, fixed objects or with floating debris,
occur because someone did not keep that proper lookout.

Safe speed
Always maintain a safe speed. A safe speed depends on many
variables, including the boat operator, the boat itself, other boaters
on the water and the environmental conditions such as visibility,
current and wind. Always maintain control of your boat so you
can stop or maneuver to avoid a collision. Remember that your
boat doesn't have brakes. Get comfortable operating in reverse,
especially in situations where tight maneuvering may be required.
Boats are also limited to a slow, minimum height swell speed
(no wake) when within 100 feet of the shoreline, docks, launch
ramps, swimmers, downed water skiers, anchored, moored or
drifting boats, persons wading in the water, floats (except for
ski jumps and ski landing floats) and other areas so marked.
Know the waters you boat.
22
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by Cheryl Hornung

When two powerboats are in a meeting or head-on situation,
both boats must keep to the right (starboard) and pass each
other as do cars on the highway (left to left).
In a passing situation, the boat doing the overtaking may
pass to the right or left side of the slower boat. This overtalcing
boat must take early and obvious action to stay clear of the
slower boat. It should also pass behind the other boat when
possible and be ready to slow down if necessary. The slower
boat must maintain its constant course and speed.
In crossing situations, the boat crossing from the right of
your boat has the right of way. However, they must maintain
a constant course and speed. The danger zone on all boats is
straight ahead and to the right, or 12 o'clock to 4 o'clock.
There are specific whistle signals that boaters should not only
know but also practice. One signal means pass on your port
side. Turn to the right. Two signals means pass on your starboard
side or turn to the left. When one boat signals its intent, the
other boat should respond in kind. A danger or doubt signal
is five or more short blasts. Each short blast is one second and
each long blast is four to six seconds.
Other important rules to know are that powerboats must stay
out of the way of sailboats and manually powered boats, unless the unpowered boat is overtalcing a powerboat. If a sailboat
has its auxiliary motor operating, it is considered a powerboat
and gets no special privileges.
Recreational boats under 65 feet in length must keep clear
of boats restricted in their ability to maneuver (large commercial
vessels such as tugs, barges, ferry boats, commercial fishing
boats and anchored boats). Boats restricted in the ability to
maneuver are found on all waterways, so it's critical to keep
a lookout.
A boat less than 39.4 feet or a sailboat may not impede the
passage of a boat that can safely navigate only within that narrow
channel. A boat traveling along a narrow channel shall keep
as near to the outer limit of the channel on the right side as
is safe and practical.
Boats fishing should not impede the passage of any other
boats operating in that narrow channel or fairway. A boat should
not cross a narrow channel if the crossing hinders the passage
of a vessel that can safely navigate only within that channel.
The latter vessel should use the danger signal (five or more short
blasts) when in doubt of the intention of the crossing vessel.
If a boat is rounding a bend where it may not see other boats,
it should navigate with particular alertness and caution and
should sound the appropriate signal(one prolonged blast). All
boats should avoid anchoring in a narrow channel.
Powerboats proceeding downriver in narrow channels should
have the right of way over boats operating upriver. The boat
traveling upriver against the current should hold the boat as
necessary to permit safe passing.
These are just some of the rules of the road that you must
keep in mind as a boat operator before getting on the water.
To refresh your knowledge, take a safe boating course. Keeping
these rules in mind should keep your boating trip accident-free.
If you have any questions on boating laws, contact your local Commission Boating Education Specialist or Waterways
Conservation Officer.
The best reference is Navigation Rules International - Inland,
published by the U.S. Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast
Guard. The book is available by mail order from: Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402 or by telephone at (202) 783-3238.

A safe speed depends on many variables,
including the boat operator, the boat
itself, other boaters on the water and the
environmental conditions such as
visibility, current and wind.
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The Canoeists Toot Kit
by Cliff Jacobson

hoping for some sign of the shiny silver
metal. There was none. Frantically, we
searched the rapid and pounding chasm
below the falls. No luck. Our worst fear
was realized: The canoe had indeed gone
over the falls!
For a white we just silently stood at the
base of the cascade and stared wistfully
at the run-out below. Then, resigned to
our fate, we cursed our stupidity and began
to re-distribute equipment and men among
the remaining two canoes. As we were
about to embark, a friend pointed to a
ghostly silver apparition lazily circling in
a nearby eddy. Glory be! It was Roger's
canoe! As if directed by an unknown
power, the swamped Alumacraft moved
mysteriously toward us. I hooked a gunnel
with the T-grip of my paddle and we hauled
the craft ashore. It was a wreck, but it
was a repairable one.
Suddenly, the misery of before was
forgotten as we laughed and hooted and
jumped up and down. What might have
been a tragedy was averted by a generous share of good luck. Together, we
surveyed the torn and twisted hull. The
bow deck plate was nearly torn off and

two rivets were pulled loose from the
deeply bent keel. The gunnels were severely bent and a front seat weld had
broken. The hand-built wooden yoke had
ripped loose from one gunnel and was
hanging on by a single bolt. Except for
the pulled rivets and some broken welds,
there were no holes or tears in the hull.
We figured it would take the better part
of a day to refurbish the craft, so we
pitched camp at the end of the portage
and got right to work.
Our first priority was to straighten the
keel. We carried the craft onto a sandy
rise. Then two men jumped on the hull
from the inside. The gunnels had bowed
out when the yoke tore loose—we wished
for a large furniture clamp to draw them
together. After some discussion, we
double-looped a 3/8-inch diameter rope
around the hull, and then used the shaft
of a synthetic canoe paddle as a turn-style
to pull the rails into place. A chunk of
wood and many blows from the backside
of our hand-axe reformed the gunnel curve
almost perfectly.
Fixing the pulled rivets was more difficult because the break had occurred on

You'llfind a wealth of usesfor a precision medicalforceps and a heavy
duty first-aid shears. Ditto for a tiny eyeglass repair kit.
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The portage began in a marginally protected cove dangerously close to the lip
of the 10-meter falls. Whipped by mild
eddy currents, the rocky shore provided
enough space only for one canoe to land
at a time. So as soon as my partner and
I had put ashore, we dragged our 18-foot
lightweight Grumman well up the bank
to make room for our friends. As a precautionary measure, we tied the bow line
to a tree, certain our friends would follow suit.
Two trips over the easy portage and
everything was across. One man had
turned an ankle on a previous carry, so
I went back to fetch his canoe. When I
arrived at the start, there was no canoe
in sight. Perhaps Roger had brought it
over after all. No matter, it was a nice
day and I didn't mind the hike. As I
ambled into the sun-lit opening that
marked the end of the carry, a friend asked
me the whereabouts of Roger's Alumacraft.
"I dunno," I answered. "Didn't you guys
bring it over?"
"Oh no!"someone screamed: "It's gone
over the falls! We forgot to tie it up!"
Fearfully, we ran back over the trail,

the curve of the stem. Fortunately, I had
a small steel drift punch in my tool kit,
which I used to clear the rivet holes. I
had no matching aluminum rivets, so I
used two-piece brass ones. These fit sloppily in the holes but were long enough
to seal. A glob of "Shoe Goop," plus the
usual duct tape, provided a watertight seal.
Next, we hammered down the deck
plate, filed off the burrs, and set selftapping metal screws into the distorted
rivet holes. We covered the sharp edges
with two layers of duct tape.
Then we turned our attention to the
yoke. Five-minute epoxy was applied to
the cracks, which were then wrapped with
nylon filament strapping tape. The yoke
had split at the ends(bolt holes)—the holes
needed to be reformed and closed so the
yoke could be re-attached to the canoe.
I used my large medical scissors to cut a
small pile of 1/4-inch strands from a piece
of fiberglass cloth that I had in my kit.
I mixed the glass pieces with epoxy to form
a thick paste. Then I filled the broken holes
with the mixture. When the epoxy was
nearly cured (about five minutes)Ire-bored
the holes with a 1/4-inch diameter handoperated twist drill.
Three hours later, the old Alumacraft
was up and running. It negotiated the
remaining 200 miles to James Bay without
leaking a drop. In fact, Roger used it "as

is" on local rivers for two years before he
fixed it right.

Building a practical tool kit
If you've done your homework and are
skilled at avoiding dangers, you should
never have to repair a severely damaged
canoe. But cracked wood yokes, seats and
gunnels, and broken paddles are commonplace on every canoe trip. Add an overnight camping experience and problems
escalate.
Suppose a tent pole jams or a zipper
fails? Can you mend a broken yoke, torn
pack strap or a hole in your rubber boots?
Do you have the tools to field-strip your
fishing reel or tighten your eyeglasses?
Anything can be repaired in the field if
you have the right tools.

Going light
For predictable outings close to home,
a Swiss army knife and duct tape are all
you need. Add a sturdy pliers with a
cutting edge and a pounding tool(handaxe) of some sort, and you'll be prepared
for most emergencies. Difficult rivers
require sophisticated rescue gear—
carabiners, pulleys, high-strength mountaineering rope and other items—which
is beyond the scope of this article.
For an ultra-compact kit, I recommend
the versatile "Leatherman" tool, which

has three excellent screwdrivers. With it
you can field-strip eyeglasses, fishing reels
or your gasoline stove. The precision longnose pliers snip fishhooks and wire. There's
a small but useful file, a sharp awl, and
a strong Phillips screwdriver that fits the
bolts on most canoes.
Gerber, SOG and a few other companies
offer high-quality competitive "multi tools."
Warning: If you have to torque down
twisted bolts or straighten metal hardware,
you'll want a powerful, full-sized pliers and
a crescent or box wrench, plus a one-piece
screwdriver with a man-sized handle that
won't twist off. Multi-tools are wonderful when you want to go light, but they
can't match tools built for the job.

Serious tools, serious trips
A Swiss army knife and duct tape won't
cut it if you're going in harm's way. These
tools, which weigh under two pounds and
fit in a 6-inch x 9-inch zippered case,
prepare you for most emergencies.
One four-inch long crescent wrench:
You need the power of a crescent wrench
to tighten stubborn bolts on canoes and
trail stoves. The tiny crescent, with its
5/8-inch opening, is lightweight and compact. Tip: Yokes, seats and rails are less
likely to break if you keep mounting bolts
tight—essential maintenance you should
perform before every canoe trip!
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The Canoeists Tool Kit
SCISSORS

DRILLS,
AWL

NUTS,
BOLTS,
RIVETS
DENTAL
TOOL

FILES

PLIERS
TWEEZERS

CRESCENT
WRENCH

EPDXY

SEWING
REPAIR
KIT

LONG-NOSE
PLIERS

C-CLAMPS
Short-handled box
wrenches that fit the bolts on
NYLON
the canoes in your party. Two box
TAPE
wrenches (3/8-inch and 1/2-inch)
A long-nose pliers
provide the power you need to dismantle
with side-cutter and a
fittings on wrecked canoes, as in the
scenario described above. If you transport 5 1/2-inch standard pliers. You may substitute a "multi-tool" for the long-nose
several canoes inside a plane or train, you
pliers. For years I've carried an inexpensive,
may need to remove the yokes so they'll
coin-style gun screwdriver, which is about
nest properly. This requires two strong
the size of a half-dollar. It has three small
wrenches.
precision bits that
fit the tiny screws
in fishing reels and
eyeglasses.
An assortment
of steel bolts and
nuts. Nuts often
work loose and fall
off bolts. I carry
bolts, nuts and
washers to fit seats
and thwarts.
Assorted selftapping wood
screws are useful
for pinning broken
wood gunnels and
decks. Be sure to
carry one or two
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small
"twist
drills"
(gimlets) so
you can drill
new screw holes in the wood. A pointed
awl is a poor substitute for the cutting
bit of a hand-operated twist drill.
Two small C-clamps enable you to glue
broken woodwork accurately.
An assortment of copper rivets.
Double-headed, hammer-set rivets, like
those available from Tandy Leather Company, are useful for repairing pack straps,
and in an emergency, aluminum canoes.
Silver duct tape or one of the better modern equivalents. Wind a halfinch of tape on a wooden dowel and keep
it in your repair kit. Wind some more duct
tape around a thwart on your canoe, so
it will be available when you need it. Exposure to sunlight and water degrades tape,
so I replace it each season.
A few yards of nylon filament tape.
Nylon filament tape is better than duct
tape for mending cracks in paddle shafts,
ax and saw handles and torn cane and
nylon seat webbing.
A half-dozen heavy-duty glove snaps
and setting tool will repair your fabric
splash cover or broken raincoat zipper.
Spare leather washer and fuel cap for
your stove. Fry a large batch of fish at
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"high heat" on your single-burner trail
stove and the stove may overheat and leak
fuel or possibly even blow the safety valve!
The solution is always to operate the stove
at moderate temperatures, especially when
you use large-diameter pots or skillets that
reflect heat onto the fuel tank. In any
case, be sure to carry extra washers to fit
the leather pump and fuel filler cap.
Failing this, bring a two-inch square of
glove leather from which to cut replacement parts.
Small tube of Super Glue for mending
eyeglass frames and other small items.
Five-minute epoxy is useful for mending
broken paddles, cracked seat frames and
extensive damage to plastic canoes. I don't
like the 5-minute epoxy that comes in little
tubes. Once opened, the tubes leak and
epoxy contaminates everything in the tool
kit. Individually sealed Loctite Poxy
Pouches are handier and safer. A squarefoot piece of 6-ounce fiberglass cloth that
folds to handkerchief size is useful for
mending structural damage to canoes and
woodwork.
Magic Patch is a solid, resin-colored stick
that purportedly will repair anything. You
light one end of the stick with a match,
and then blow out the flame. The gooey,
molten material is then pressed into cracks
or holes or smeared on torn fabric. Magic
Patch hardens in seconds and sticks to
anything. I've used it to fix holes in rubber

boots and fabrics. Once I even plugged a
nail hole in a Royalex canoe!
Shoe goop is wonderful for fixing holes
in boot and sneaker soles.
A fine pointed dental tool is handy for
nit-picking chores like removing rubber
gaskets and jets in trait stoves, and for
pulling parachute cord through the tiny
holes in "cord-locks."
Assorted small pieces of cotton,
Cordura, canvas and leather for repairing pack sacks, clothing and canoe
splash covers.
Needles and thread. I carry two largeeye sailmaker needles and some heavy
waxed thread. However, dental floss and
fishing line works as well. A compact
miniature sewing kit is frequently useful. Bring a thimble so you won't wreck
your fingers when you force needles
through heavy material.
Sounds like excess baggage, but a small
steel drift punch is handy for removing
broken rivets and bolts.
If you blow a zipper out of your tent
or clothing, sticky-back Velcro provides
a reliable closure that's easy to install.
Metal zipper tabs that match those
on your tent, sleeping bag and rain
gear. If a big zipper goes on your tent,
you may need more than Velcro to fix it.
Sliders that won't seal can often be fixed
by gently tightening the gripper edges
with pliers. Work slowly and meticulously.

An Arnold Schwartzenegger approach may
jam the slider.
If this procedure fails, you'll have to
replace the bad slider as follows:
1. Heavily lubricate the bad slider with
whatever oil you have on hand. Cooking oil will do in a pinch.
2. Use your pliers to carefully work the
slider to the top of the track. Then cut
a tooth out of the track just above the
slider. Remove the bad slider and install
a new one.
3. Sew a new "zipper stop" where you've
cut so the slider won't come off. You'll
lose a quarter-inch of travel on your zipper
but otherwise it will work fine.
A heavy duty emery board is more useful
than sandpaper. I've used my emery board
to smooth the surface of stubborn tent
pole joints, remove rust from hand-ax
blades, polish a splintered surface on wood
yokes, gunnels and paddle shafts and level
shards of broken gel-coat on my canoe.
Invest in a full-sized file. A 10-inch
smooth mill file is useful for de-burring
the ends of damaged tent poles, slotted
screws, aluminum canoe hardware and
pinched boot eyelets. The small file on
a Leatherman is no match for the big
hardware store item. The file and hand
ax are the only items that won't fit in my
tool kit.
Fifty feet of 3/8-inch diameter nylon
rope. Granted, rope is not a repair material and it won't fit into a 6-inch x 9inch zippered case. But rope is so useful
that no canoeist I know would leave home
without it!
You'll find a wealth of uses for a precision medical forceps and a heavy duty
first-aid shears. Ditto for a tiny eyeglass
repair kit.
One man I know carries a VISA card in
his tool kit. With it, he claims, "I can buy
my way out of any predicament!"

.
What not to bring
Traditional canoeing texts suggest you
bring copper wire, chewing gum and fullfledged fiberglass canoe repair kits. But
there's nothing these items will do that
Magic Patch, tape, nuts and bolts and epoxy
can't duplicate. My experience suggests
that a field repair kit should contain the
minimum equipment you need to get up
and running again. Later, at home, you
can use bench-mounted equipment and
the services of a professional to fix things
right.-CJ.
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CURRENTS
Trout Stamp Art Rules
The Fish and Boat Commission is seeking wildlife artists to participate in the
1997 Trout/Salmon Stamp and Print competition by submitting a work featuring one of the Commonwealth's most scenic streams.
The juried contest is an annual event, with entries from artists throughout
the United States. The winning entry will be depicted on the Commission's Trout/
Salmon Stamp in 1997 and will be reproduced in several limited edition prints.
Artists looking to compete for the 1997 title must depict one of a select group
of streams.
The scene may include angler(s) and/or trout. However, the primary focus should
be the stream. The work may be in oil, acrylic or watercolor and measure 12 inches
by 18 inches with a one-inch border. Artists must submit a completed entry form
with the image. Noted on the form must be the stream depicted. Entries will
be checked for authenticity.
The top entry will be featured on the stamp, required for all licensed trout
anglers. The winning artist will receive up-front payments of $3,000, as well
as fees for signed prints, stamps and mini-prints. The original work will become
the property of the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.
Second- and third-place winners will be awarded $1,000 and $500 respectively.
The Commission held the initial art contest to select the 1991 "First-of-State"
stamp. That stamp featured an aggressive brook trout-Pennsylvania's official
state fish. Subsequent stamps featured brown trout ('92), rainbow trout ('93),
brook trout ('94) and most recently steelhead trout ('95).
The 1996 edition, which goes on sale December 1,195,introduces a new series
of stamps featuring the state's world-famous trout streams. The first of series
features Harvey's Creek in Luzerne County as depicted by artist Robert Kray. His
1994 brook trout was also the first winning entry by a Pennsylvania artist, so
he became the first two-time winner in the contest's history.
Another first for 1996 is a Trout/Salmon Stamp collector's patch. The colorful patch will feature the winning design of the 1996 Pennsylvania Trout Stamp.
Both the patch and limited edition art prints are officially Pennsylvania Fish and
Boat Commission-endorsed and are available directly from the publisher: Wilderness Editions, RD 1, Box 73, Warriors Mark, PA 16877 (phone: 800-355-7645).
For more information on the 1997 contest, including the official rules of entry,
artists should write to Timothy L. Klinger, Trout/Salmon Stamp Program Manager, Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA 171067000, or call (717) 657-4537.-Dan Tredinnick.
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County/Stream
Berks/Tulpehocken Creek
Cameron/Sinnemahoning Creek,
Driftwood Branch
Cameron/Sinnemahong Creek, First Fork
Centre/Spring Creek
Centre/Bald Eagle Creek
Centre/Penns Creek
Clinton/Fishing Creek
Crawford/Oil Creek
Cumberland/Yellow Breeches Creek
Cumberland/Letort Spring Run
Dauphin/Clarks Creek
Franklin/Falling Spring Branch
Huntingdon/Little Juniata River
Jefferson/Clear Creek
Lackawanna/Ash Creek
Lawrence/Neshannock Creek
Lycoming/Loyalsock Creek
Lycoming/Cedar Run
Lycoming/Slate Run
Mifflin/Penns Creek
Northampton/Monocacy Creek
Philadelphia/Wissahickon Creek
Pike/Toms Creek
Potter/Kettle Creek
Potter/Sinnemahoning Creek, First Fork
Potter/Sinnemahoning Creek, East Fork
Schuylkill/Little Schuylkill River
Somerset/Isers Run
Sullivan/Loyalsock Creek
Tioga/Cedar Run
Venango/Oil Creek
Westmoreland/Mell Creek, South Fork
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SUBSCRIBE OR RENEW
ri New
EI 1 year (4 issues) $6
2 years (8 issues) $12

H Renewal

03 years (12 issues) $17

Pennsylvania
Name
To start a subscription to Boat Pennsylvania or to renew
your current subscription, enter your name and address and
check the subscription term you prefer. Please print clearly.
Payment must accompany orders. Use check or money order
made payable to Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.
Return this form with payment to: Boat PA Circulation,
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, P.O. Box 67000,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000. Be sure your name and address appear both on this form and on your check. Photocopy this form if you don't want to cut your magazine.
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CURRENTS
Boating Fatalities
Hit Record Low
The number of recreational boating fatalities in the United States declined to a
record low of 800 in 1993. However, according to the U.S. Coast Guard, the reported
number of accidents increased.
The latest report shows that the number of deaths continued to decrease nationwide in 1993 and the fatality rate fell to
3.9 deaths per 100,000 recreational boats.
Although these numbers are promising, there
were 6,335 reported accidents involving
8,688 vessels, nearly 300 more than in 1992.
These accidents resulted in 3,560 injuries
and $20.2 million in property damage.
The majority of deaths were caused by
capsizing or falls overboard. Overloaded
boats often contribute to these accidents,
and boaters should know their boat's capacity limitations and be sure everyone wears
a personal flotation device.
Collisions were the type of accident most
reported in 1993, resulting in $5.8 million
in damage. Sixty-five percent of all collisions involved open motorboats or personal watercraft. Accidents like these can
be avoided if boat operators pay attention,
stay alert and follow the "rules of the road"
even when conditions are ideal. Statistics
show that most fatalities occur in calm waters with light winds and good visibility.
Summer is a popular time to boat, but
it is also when nearly half of all fatalities
occur. People enjoy being on the water on
a hot day, but many foolishly consume
alcohol while boating. Alcohol and boating
are a deadly combination. Boaters are 10
times more likely to be involved in a fatal accident if they operate a boat while
intoxicated.
The Coast Guard reports that people
between 20 and 29 lost their lives in accidents more than any other age group, and
13 victims were 12 or younger. The report
also indicates that approximately 80 percent
of all fatalities occurred on boats where the
operator had little or no boating education.
Boating safety courses are provided free
of charge by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission, the Coast Guard Auxiliary and
the U.S. Power Squadrons. To attend a
boating safety course offered by the Commission, call 717-657-4540. To sign up for
a Coast Guard class, call 1-800-368-5647.
When boating, remember,"Boat Smart,
Boat Safe, Boat Sober."-Charrie Seifert.

"Personal
Flotation
Devices" is a
completely
revised and
updated
publication
available from
the Commission. The fullcolor pamphlet
explains what
a personal
flotation device
(PFD) is, laws
about PFDs,
types ofPFDs,
who has to
wear a life jacket, and how to choose
one. Also included is information on
caring for PFDs. Single copies of this
pamphlet are free, but please include a
business-sized self-addressed, stamped
envelope with requests. Contact:
Publications Section, Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Commission, P.O. Box 67000,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000.

Notice to Subscribers
Act 1982-88 provides that certain
records of the Pennsylvania Fish and
Boat Commission are not public records
for purposes of the Right-to-Know Law.
This means that the Commission can
place appropriate conditions on the
release of such records. The Commission
has decided to make the subscriber list
for BoatPennsylvania available to statewide nonprofit, nonpartisan fishing,
boating and sportsmen's organizations
for nonprofit, noncommercial organizational purposes under limited circumstances.
If you do not want your name and
address included on the subscriber mailing list to be made available to the described organizations, you must notify
the Commission in writing before January 1, 1996. Send a postcard or letter stating, "Please exclude my name
and address from Boat Pennsylvania's
subscriber mailing list." Send these
notifications to Eleanor Mutch, Boat
PA Circulation, P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000.

Marine Manufacturers
Work Toward Cleaner
Environment
The existence of the U.S. recreational
boating industry depends on clean water. As with many recreational activities,
boating does affect the environment.
However, in the past 30 years, and more
so since the early 1980s, marine engine
makers have recognized the need to change
their products to lessen the effect on the
environment.
Manufacturers are researching new
product technologies with guidance from
the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Manufacturers are evaluating several
new products that will offer consumers
performance and efficiency. They are
developing two-cycle engines that will cut
exhaust emissions of hydrocarbons by 60
to 80 percent.
Outboard motor manufacturers are
working on ways to reduce emissions. They
are developing "orbital" engines, directinjection two-cycle engines and four-cycle
engines. Recently, an agreement was
signed by two major marketers of outboards to develop four-cycle powerheads
to provide this choice in the five- to 50horsepower range. Motor manufacturers
are adapting advances like electronic fuel
injection for use with inboard and
sterndrive engines.
When specific emission targets are
established by the EPA, manufacturers will
proceed with the necessary changes to
their facilities to produce engines that meet
or exceed federal standards. This process
may take four to seven years, but the result
will be worth the wait. In the future,
additional gains will be achieved through
fuel and oil advancements, carburetion
fine-tuning and continuing engineering
refinements.
Cleaning up the environment through
alternative powering and boat designs are
also possibilities. As the marine industry focuses on maintaining a clean environment, products that are more efficient,
safer and easier to use and maintain will
continue to be produced. Today's outdoor
enthusiasts demand convenience and fun
while boating, but they cannot continue
this pursuit with products that are incompatible with the environment. In boating,
recreation is clean...and will be even
cleaner in the future.
Fall 1995 Boat Pennsylvania
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there is a

HITCH
oil
by Howard Bach
Ed has been fishing for several decades, and has tried it all.
In recent years he had gravitated to bigger water and bigger
boats. Meanwhile, his favorite small fishing boat sat idle for
much too tong.
Because Ed had joined a local bass club several years ago, and
had purchased a new bass boat, his leisure hours were taken
up with that very consuming activity. However, recently he
decided it was time to return to basics and enjoy some of the
contemplative fishing that had fascinated him as a beginner.
Restoring a boat trailer that has been neglected for several
years is a lot of work but well worth the effort. It had to be
a substantial rig in the first place to be worth saving, so he
was starting with a good basic package. It included a 12-foot
aluminum boat with a trailer and a 6hp motor, an ideal rig for
the many smaller Pennsylvania lakes.
Unfortunately, his boat and trailer had been stored outdoors
at a friend's farm, and needed some work before putting it back
in service. The trailer, a 1981 model, has been out of production
for several years. The frame and fenders were rusted, but not
badly. The winch, coupler and chains were beyond saving.
Obviously, every bolt and nut was badly rusted as well.

Painting
Ed decided to spare no effort in putting the trailer back in
first class shape. He began by removing everything bolted to
the chassis, leaving only the tongue, wheel assembly and fenders.
Starting with the tongue, he used wire brushes, a synthetic
stripper, and emery cloth to work it down to bare metal, or as
closely as possible to that condition. Ed said, "Each of these
methods contributed to the finished job. However, the synthetic rust and paint stripper was the most effective."
After cleaning each portion of the trailer this way, he used
a paint conditioner for final rust removal. This liquid is mixed
with water and painted onto the surface to be cleaned. Scrubbing
the surface with steel wool brings it as close to bright metal
as you can get. You finish this step by drying the metal with
a clean rag. Of course, when working with this product, rubber
gloves and protective eyewear are recommended.
After preparation of the surface, the next step was to apply a coat of primer, designed specifically to prevent rust. The
final finish coat was a coat of black, glossy, rust-preventive paint.
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After finishing the chassis, he did the same operations on
the trailer winch stand and other related parts. He returned
these items to the trailer as he reassembled it, and replaced
all bolts, nuts and washers with new stainless steel hardware.

Bunks
The felt covering on the bunks was in fair shape, but showing
some wear. Ed visited a carpet shop and purchased a piece from
a remnant large enough to cover the bunks. The carpet is an
indoor-outdoor type with rubberized back, only about 1/8-inch
thick. It was ideal for recovering the bunks. He liked the carpet
enough to return a few days later and purchase the remainder of the roll end to carpet the boat. The total cost of the
carpet was about $15.

Wheels, tires
He removed both wheels and checked the axle for condition.
Fortunately, because the bearing protectors had been full, the
axle was in excellent condition. Both wheel rims were rusted,
so Ed refinished one of them for a spare and bought two new
tires with wheels. He noted that a pair of trailer tires should
be bought as a matched set, or checked carefully for equivalent ratings and tread depth to ensure equal performance.
Although the tread was still good on the original tires, the sidewalls
were degraded from the sun. He decided to keep the better
of the two tires as a spare.
He installed new bearings and seals in both wheels and lubricated them with a high-temperature bearing grease. He also
added bearing-protector covers to keep excess grease from being
thrown from the wheel.

Trailer hitch
"The hitch," Ed says, "is the most important link in the entire
rig. If it fails for any reason, it could destroy your boat and
equipment, wreck your car, and cause damage or injury to other
motorists. You cannot go by any set of data without considering all data that applies." For example, Ed's boat and loaded
trailer weigh well under 1,000 pounds. Still, he might have
occasion to pull other trailers, so precise limitations are critical.
Although in theory a Class I hitch, rated at 2,000 pounds,
would be adequate, Ed's car requires a class II hitch, which is
rated at 3,500 pounds gross trailer weight. The reason is that
a Class I hitch could not be safely mounted to the car. The Class
II hitch is mounted to four points on the frame. Even so, the
car manufacturer specifies a 2,000-pound maximum GTW for
this vehicle, so that is the limit regardless of which hitch is
used.
Ed chose a Class II, frame-mounted hitch for two reasons.
First, the installation instructions were simple, permitting doit-yourself mounting. Second, he liked the way the hitch nestles
just below the bumper. With its 3/4-inch drawbar removed,
the hitch is virtually invisible.
Of course, do-it-yourself hitch installation is not for everybody.
If in doubt, one should have it professionally installed to ensure
secure and safe mounting.

Coupler, winch
Fortunately, Ed has owned boats for years and he had a new
2-inch coupling on hand, plus an almost new 1,100-pound winch
with a plastic-coated steel cable. It was necessary to redrill
holes in the trailer tongue to 1/2-inch to accommodate the new

coupler. However, he has been using only 2-inch couplings anyway,
and this saves having to change balls when changing trailers.
He installed these accessories on the trailer to replace their rusty
counterparts, which he discarded.
Trailer components from different manufacturers are largely
standard and fit easily in most cases, with bolt holes in the
proper places. For example,the holes in the tongue were properly
spaced and it required only enlarging the mounting holes from
3/8-inch to 1/2-inch to mount the 2-inch coupling.

Tongue jack, coupler grip
Ed added a coupler grip, a handle that bolts onto the coupler and makes it easy to lift the tongue and move a light trailer.
However, because even a 12-foot boat and trailer can become
heavy when loaded, he also purchased a tongue jack substantial
enough to handle the load. He chose a pivoting jack for this
application because it folds up alongside the trailer tongue without
interfering with other accessories.

Safety chains
He had to discard and replace the safety chains, but was able
to salvage the S hooks and scissor coupling by soaking them
overnight in the paint conditioner. A scrubbing with steel wool
and a coat of primer completed this simple job.

Lights, wiring
The taillights were in fine working order, requiring only a
cleaning. However, someone had damaged a marker light and
the other one was badly rusted, requiring a new pair. Removal
of the old marker lights required a hacksaw and drill, no disgrace on this 14-year-old trailer.
Any trailer needs occasional wiring service. This one had a
marker wire broken and a shorted wire where it was rubbed by
a burr on the trailer tongue. To Ed the solution was simplerewire the entire trailer using heavier industrial-quality wire,

grommets at holes through the frame and insulated connectors at each wire joint.
First he filed and smoothed each channel and hole through
which the wires must pass. Then, as he strung the wires he
further protected them with tubing on some and shrink tubing on others. Overkill? Of course! However, the triple combination of heavier gauge wires, tougher insulation and protective
tubing should prevent any shorts in the wiring.
Rewiring was made easier by attaching the new wires to the
old ones. Thus, the new wires were pulled into the channel
as the old ones were withdrawn.

Safety steps on the tongue
When retrieving a boat from the water some boaters, such
as bass boaters, drive the boat right onto the trailer. This is
practical for low-slung trailers, but does not work for most other
boats. With higher trailers and smaller boats, it is usually best
to start the boat onto the trailer, hook up the winch line and
winch the boat in.
Those who tread onto the tongue to hook up and retrieve
the boat often slip and end up with wet clothing. Some play
it safe by donning hip boots and enter the water to retrieve
the boat.
Ed's solution is to mount a 6-inch treated board onto the tongue
with U bolts, providing a wider, safer walkway to the boat. Others
use a nonskid tape to provide more secure footing. But even
this on a 2-inch or 3-inch tongue is somewhat precarious. Probably
the best method is to install a nonskid surface on the board,
using the best of both ideas.
After Ed had completed his trailer restoration, several of us
were admiring the finished job. One fishing companion said,
"Ed, now that you have successfully completed this job, what
are you going to do next, go to Disneyland?" "No," Ed replied,
"I think I'll do the same for the boat."
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